Construction of patient-specific computational models for organ dose estimation in radiological imaging.
Diagnostic imaging procedures require optimization depending on the medical task at hand, the apparatus being used, and patient physical and anatomical characteristics. The assessment of the radiation dose and associated risks plays a key role in safety and quality management for radiation protection purposes. In this work, we aim at developing a methodology for personalized organ-level dose assessment in x-ray computed tomography (CT) imaging. Regional voxel models representing reference patient-specific computational phantoms were generated through image segmentation of CT images for four patients. The best-fitting anthropomorphic phantoms were selected from a previously developed comprehensive phantom library according to patient's anthropometric parameters, then registered to the anatomical masks (skeleton, lung, and body contour) of patients to produce a patient-specific whole-body phantom. Well-established image registration metrics including Jaccard's coefficients for each organ, organ mass, body perimeter, organ-surface distance, and effective diameter are compared between the reference patient model, registered model, and anchor phantoms. A previously validated Monte Carlo code is utilized to calculate the absorbed dose in target organs along with the effective dose delivered to patients. The calculated absorbed doses from the reference patient models are then compared with the produced personalized model, anchor phantom, and those reported by commercial dose monitoring systems. The evaluated organ-surface distance and body effective diameter metrics show a mean absolute difference between patient regional voxel models, serving as reference, and patient-specific models around 4.4% and 4.5%, respectively. Organ-level radiation doses of patient-specific models are in good agreement with those of the corresponding patient regional voxel models with a mean absolute difference of 9.1%. The mean absolute difference of organ doses for the best-fitting model extracted from the phantom library and Radimetrics™ commercial dose tracking software are 15.5% and 41.1%, respectively. The results suggest that the proposed methodology improves the accuracy of organ-level dose estimation in CT, especially for extreme cases [high body mass index (BMI) and large skeleton]. Patient-specific radiation dose calculation and risk assessment can be performed using the proposed methodology for both monitoring of cumulative radiation exposure of patients and epidemiological studies. Further validation using a larger database is warranted.